
STARTS AT $679
SOLD EXCLUSIVELY AT CNC FACTORY

Vision Marker Tool . Marking Pod . Ink for first 2,000 impressions

D E L U C H E 
VISION MARKER

INNOVATIVE . EFFICIENT . INTERCHANGEABLE 

SHOP NOW

The complete Deluche Vision Marker set includes:

Contact us | cncfactory.myshopify.com | 714-581-5999 
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D E L U C H E 
VISION MARKER

INNOVATIVE . EFFICIENT . INTERCHANGEABLE 

“With this marking tool you will stay organized, no  
thinking and never lose track of  your components.”

Actual Size

.75”

• Post production, door and box, and  
  part marking
• 4 color options: Red, Black, Green, UV 
• 23 designs in our library plus custom 
  options available.
• Fits in the tool holder of any CNC machine 
  using ¼” shank.
• Prints on Melamine, Wood, Plastic, and Steel
• Easily wipe away with an alcohol swab or a          
  light sanding.
• Interchangeable pods. Simply plug and unplug  
  from the tool.

FEATURES

• Automatically mark post production labels on  
  cut parts.
• Never mix up cut parts again.

BENEFITS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zYOUKqXZUrc&feature=youtu.be


Does it need ink? Is it battery-powered?  
 The Deluche Vision Marker uses oil-based ink and does not require  

 batteries, compressed air or any external source of power to work.

How many prints can one ink refill do?  
 Each pod has ink for 2,000 impressions. You can get the same  

	 amount	of	impressions	with	every	4	drops	of	ink	refill.

Where could I buy refill ink?

 You can order online via cncfactory.myshopify.com or calling  

	 714-581-5999.	Refills	come	in	2ml	bottles	that	provide	about	

 16,000 impressions.

What materials can you print on? 

 The marker will imprint on melamine, wood, plastic, or steel.

What colors are available? 

 Red, black, green, and UV ink are available.

What is the actual size of the ink print? 

 Each tool will mark a 0.75” space. 

 A custom stamp could be ordered at 0.78”

What words/symbols can it print? How big is the print? 

 You can print alphanumeric characters starting at 10pt.  

 You can see our current library here

How do you remove it? 

 Wipe off with alcohol or acetone on plastic, steel or melamine. 

 For wood surfaces such as veneer, a light sanding is required.

Can I have a custom stamp made?

 Yes. Custom pods have an additional production lead time of 3 days.  

 Please call us at 714-581-5999 for custom orders.

Do I have to buy the whole tool again for different stamps?

 No, you can interchange different pods/stamps using the same tool.  

 Multiple tools are only needed if you plan to use more than one tool 

 simultaneously. 
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F.A.Q.
For more information

CLICK HERE
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